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L1011 Fin#501 Haas-Turner (Air Canada & Eastern
Airlines)

Welcome to the NetLetter, an Aviation based newsletter for
Air Canada, TCA, CPAir, Canadian Airlines and all other
Canadian based airlines that once graced the Canadian skies.
The NetLetter was created in 1995 by Vesta Stevenson (RIP)
and Terry Baker and is published on the second and fourth
weekend of each month. If you are interested in Canadian
Aviation History, and vintage aviation photos, especially as it
relates to Trans-Canada Air Lines, Air Canada, Canadian
Airlines International and their constituent airlines, then
we're sure you'll enjoy this newsletter. Our website is located
at www.thenetletter.net

Women in Aviation
A British pilot flying across the U.S. to commemorate the

nation’s airmail pioneers crashed her
Stearman in the Arizona desert
recently, halting the journey until the
biplane is repaired. Tracey CurtisTaylor, who earlier this year flew the
1942 Stearman from the UK to
Australia, said in a Facebook post she’s determined to get
her aircraft, Spirit of Artemis, flying again and continue the
route from Seattle to Boston, perhaps next year. CurtisTaylor and a passenger walked away from the crash, which
occurred after a fuel stop in Winslow, Arizona.
Curtis-Taylor cited high density altitude as a factor in the
crash, as Winslow’s elevation is 5,000 feet. In an interview
with the CBC, she said she had just flown through the region
and over the Grand Canyon, “so this was nothing untoward.”
However, the Stearman lost power soon after takeoff and
“started to sink,” she said. Turning left to avoid power lines,
she landed the biplane on the sand, but rolled over a thick
bush that ripped off the right gear and the aircraft
cartwheeled. Repairs will take place in Hungary, where the
original restoration of the Stearman took place.

Air Canada News
Air Canada is about to equip its long-haul wide-body
fleet with Gogo's 2KU satellite-based connectivity
system. All narrow-body aircraft already have this
connectivity. It promises 2Ku data transfer rates of up
to 73Mbps, eventually raising to 100Mbmps.
CHORUS (Jazz Aviation) ordered five 76-pax CRJ900s
for 1H17 for operation as Air Canada Express. (source
SpeedNews apr 29/16)
Air Canada has selected Montréal-Trudeau Airport as
the site for Canada's 3-year Biojet Supply Chain
Initiative (CBSCI) that brings together 14 stakeholder
organizations to introduce 400k litres of sustainable
aviation biofuel into a shared fuel system.

Reader Submitted Photos
Ever wonder why your reports
were late from the computer
department?
Ray Valois sent us this photo of
an unusual snafu at C&SS YUL
from 1964.

Frank Pedder has sent us these
photos of some Purchases &
Stores retirees at their monthly
coffee meeting held at the
Brasserie Le Manoir, Lachine, QC
May 5th, 2016.
Pictured at left: Frank
Dominick, Frank Pedder,
Lucie Chabot and Denis Leduc.
Here we have: Gary Porter,
Pierre Williams, Frank
Dominick, Frank Pedder,
Lucie Chabot and Joe Di Lollo,
Kumar Sindhwani.

and here we have: Lucie
Chabot, Marcel Dionne and
Joe Di Lollo.

Norman Hogwood, in New Zealand, has sent this item he
received from his weekly blog Civil registered Bristol
Britannia airliners were not a
common sight in New
Zealand. However the photo
here, provided by Alan
Bowman, shows the Canadian
Pacific Britannia 314 CF-CZC c/n 13395 (and ship
number 523 - on nose wheel door) at Christchurch
International Airport on an unknown date. I believe one
flew the Queen Mother down from Fiji in 1958 - could this
be it? But I suspect this shot is later - more like March
1964!
CF-CZC was built in 1958 and named "Empress of Tokyo"
and was fleet number 523. It became G-ATLE with
Transglobe Airways Ltd at Gatwick from 30-11-1965 and
moved to L.A.S. (London) Ltd from 30-12-1969. I believe it
was withdrawn from use in March 1970 and later broken up.
(This aircraft was delivered to CPA May 30th., 1958 and also
carried the title “Empress of Madrid” at one time. – eds)

TCA/AC People Gallery

1947 - April 1st - Inaugural daily service with DC-3
equipment between Halifax and Boston. One flight via Saint
John (Pennfield Ridge airport) the other via Yarmouth and
Pennfield Ridge.
April 15th - North Star service inaugurated between
Montreal and London, England via Goose Bay.
1958 - Dec 16th - Antigua added to the airline system for
the winter season until April 15th 1959.
2004 During February service from Halifax was inaugurated
to Punta Cana (7th), Orlando (7th), Cancun (8th) Montego
Bay (9th), Varadero, Cayo Coco (13th) and Barbados on the

14th. Moncton inaugurated service to Holguin (11th) and
Punta Cuna on the 13th.

Extracted from the "Between
Ourselves" magazine issue dated
April 1955.
A new all-airline traffic employees club was formed in
Vancouver April 1955.
Big ideas and small talk joined
forces and led to the forming of
more than 125 enthusiastic
employees from various airlines
operating out of Vancouver. The
club was the brain child of Bud
Walker of QANTAS who solicited
the help of TCA's Bruce Hay and
Sam McRae to aid in laying the
groundwork during a meeting at
the Hotel Vancouver.
The people in this photo, agreeing with plans, are from the
left: Bill Murphy, CPA; Harold Collie, CPA; Harold
Tompsett, BOAC; Babs Smith and Jan Papworth, both of
TCA.
(Did this club get off the ground? - eds)

Issue dated February 1967
FIRST MEMBER - John B. Petry,
Cargo Sales Manager, London,
UK became the first Charter
Member of Air Canada's
European Air Freight Society
when he was presented with a
certificate honouring him for his
outstanding achievements in the
promotion and development of air freight to and from the
United Kingdom and Europe.
Shown at the reception following the presentation from the
left: Ted Sayers, Cargo Sales Representative; John
Wotton, District Commercial Manager; John Petry; Cyril
Cavanagh, Cargo Sales Representative; John Maxwell,

European Sales Manager and
Chairman of the society, who
made the presentation, and Ken
Banks, Cargo Sales
Representative.
The photo at right is of the first
certificate presented to John
Petry, Cargo Sales Manager, LHR.
(We, at the NetLetter, are unable
to locate this society - eds)

Found in the "New Horizons”
magazine (used with permission)
issued January 2004
2003 - December - Order placed
for 30 Bombardier CRJ-705, 15
Bombardier CRJ-200 and 45
Embraer 190 aircraft.
While some parts of Canada
were basking in warm
temperatures, airports in
eastern Canada and eastern U.S.
struggled with extremely cold
temperatures and storms.
Pictured here are Pierre
Lauzon, Christopher Lichocki
and Silvano Borzacchini, all
from Montreal, dressed to weather the elements.

Issue dated February 2004
Here we have a photo of Mark Potter and Liz Jones
Customer Service Agents in the London (LHR) Maple Leaf
lounge preparing to welcome customers.

May 2003, saw the introduction of 6 categories of fares
Tango, Fun, Econo, Latitude, Freedom and Executive Class.
All available on the web site www.aircanada.com.

Alan's Space
Air Tarantula
Catherine Moreau was watching a movie on
her iPad on a flight to Montreal when she
felt what she thought was a wire brushing
against her. "I brushed [it] away and it
started tickling me again. That's when I
noticed the tarantula," Moreau told CBC
News.
"I hit it to get it off me before it bit."
Now Moreau is asking Air Transat for a partial refund over
her encounter with the spider. The tarantula that climbed her
leg was one of two on a Montreal-bound Air Transat flight
from Punta Cana, Dominican Republic, on April 18, 2016 the
airline and the union representing its flight attendants have
confirmed.
Passengers screamed and stood on their seats after learning
they shared the cabin with the eight-legged critters.
Julie Roberts, vice-president of Air Transat's flight attendant
union, said flight attendants "did what they could to calm
people down." "They gave first aid to the person who said
that a spider climbed [her] legs," she said. Flight attendants
also asked passengers to put on their shoes and cover their
ankles.

CPAir, Canadi>n People Gallery

1958 - Feb 22nd - Official opening of
the Britannia Hangar at Vancouver
Airport - viewed as Canada's First JetEra Hangar, by Canadian Pacific Airlines.
1985 - March 1st - American Airlines
executive Don Carty (pictured)
appointed President of CP Air.
1989 – April 10th - Aircraft fin 909
was damaged by fire while unattended
between flights at Schiphol. The damage
was repaired and returned to service
July1989.

This story found in the "Canadi>n
Contact" magazine issue dated July
1989.
In the early days of our North Pacific services, hardly
anybody wanted a maintenance job at Shemya, the remote

Aleutian Island where we had fuel stops to and
from Tokyo.
As it’s our 40th anniversary on
the Pacific this year, let's flash
back to this dreaded base, which
existed because the U.S. Air
Force had an establishment
there. Peck Sinai, one of our noted Pacific maintenance
veterans who served the company in Vancouver, Shemya,
Lima and Honolulu and who is now retired in Hawaii, was
tracked.
"In 1952 I bid for Tokyo but it was taken by somebody
else", he said, "At the same time, Shemya was up for bid. It
was such an isolated place that nobody wanted to go. Those
were the DC-4 days and as I was qualified, they asked if I
would go for a six-month period".
He agreed. He had a wedding date set just after the sixmonth period, so why not go to Shemya and make
some money, because you can't spend it there. "Well, that
was a mistake, because there was a lot of gambling going
on," Sinai laughed.
So what was the job like?
"They had magnetos and spark plugs in those days," said
Sanai, "and I once had four of our five DC-4's in Shemya.
We had two of them down with defective magnetos. A third
came in on the flight from Tokyo, and then a fourth arrived
from Vancouver with parts for the two stranded aircraft. It
was CP Day in Shemya!".
Although there was no such thing as an eight hour day and
it was sometimes hectic, there was help. Northwest
Airlines also used Shemya and their mechanics could be
hired for help on heavy maintenance. Military personnel also
offered to do "joe jobs" around the DC-4's, hoping to get
close enough to a flight attendant to say hello. There were
no single women on the island.
The snow was 20 foot deep at times, due to drifts and we
had to shovel ourselves out. "Once I had a DC-4 taxiing out.
The snow was so high that when they plowed it, they didn't
plow wide enough. The captain was worried that the
outboard prop would start digging into the bank so he
stopped. I went ahead and signalled him forward, as I
was doing this, I noticed that the nose pin was still in the
airplane. My heart practically stopped right there and then, I
held my hand up to stop him and ran over to pull the pin

out and then continued to signal the captain to restart
taxiing until he was clear.
Peck Sinai.

Issue dated March 1990
Some of the employees involved
in Aircraft 722's D check. From
the left: Michel Gingras, subforeman; Gord Gulet,
inspector; Milton
Timoyannakis, crew chief;
Maden Mohan, supervisor; Roger Martel, sub-foreman
and Mohammed Moudfir, sub-foreman.
(Actual working mechanics were not available for the photo
– eds)

From the "CP Air News" magazine
issue dated February 1985.
Prince Rupert is located on an island 469 miles north of
Vancouver. Its airport is located on an island - which means
that every CP Air flight to and from Prince Rupert begins
and ends with a ferry ride for the passengers.
The city's Digby Island Airport was officially opened in
1961. Previous to that, CP Air served the city with
amphibious Canso’s which landed in the harbour.
Here are some of the 16 employees on the job in Prince
Rupert. In the reservations office (on the left) we have
Frank VanGisbergen, manager, Prince Rupert; who is
flanked by agents, on the left we have Edda Tessari and
Barb Zeller. In the City Ticket Office (on the right) are
passenger agents Ken Sheppard and Sharon Walker.

Issue dated March 1985
Over 15 years of service was celebrated by those in these
photosIn the photo on the left we have Masamitsu Ishimori,
accounting manager; Masaharu Yamada, passenger
agent; Tokuji Yoshoka, company chauffeur; and Minoru
Akiya, reservations sales agent; all of the Tokyo Office.
The photo on the right photo is from Narita with Kazuo
Suzuki, passenger agent; Kazuhiko Matsushima, airport
service supervisor; and Shiro Yamada, cargo agent.

Wayne's Wings
Lockheed L-1011 - TriStar
The Lockheed L-1011- 1 /15/150 series
was added to the Air Canada wide body
fleet in the summer of 1973 to serve
routes where less capacity than the B-747
was needed. A total of 12 aircraft in this
series flew in Air Canada livery bearing fin
numbers 501 to 512 (see NL 1326 for my
article on the -500 series).
Powered by three Rolls-Royce RB-211-22B engines they
were considered to be high maintenance aircraft and are
rumoured to have paid off several mortgages of aircraft
technicians. I do seem to recall frequent engine changes on
this fleet from my early days in Toronto Stores.

Two of the aircraft (Fins 501 and 503) were leased from
Haas Turner Corporation and alternated between Air Canada
in the summer and Eastern Airlines in the winter for several
years. David Varnes, Secretary Treasurer for IAM Lodge
764 in Richmond B.C., has written a very detailed article that
features the history of these two aircraft. Click here to read
David’s article beginning on page 3 of the December 2013
issue of the Snag Sheet.
After leaving the Air Canada fleet in the early nineties all of
the aircraft were leased to other airlines, usually for charter
service. I count seven that flew for Air Transat, two for
Royal Airlines (now defunct), two for Gulf Air and one for
Cathay Pacific. Click here for my list.
All but two have now been broken up. Fin # 501 (C-FTNA)
was leased by Air Transat in June 1988, subleased to Air
France in June 1989 and then returned to Air Transat in
February 1991 where it remained until July 6, 2001 when it
was damaged beyond repair after being hit by a hailstorm on
takeoff at LYS. Visit Aviation Safety Network for the complete
report on the incident. The aircraft is now preserved at Lyon–
Saint-Exupéry Airport. (View at Airliners.net).
The most interesting fate of an
aircraft from this fleet is certainly
Fin # 510 (C-FTNJ) (pictured). It
was parked by Air Canada at
Marana, Arizona in November
1990 and then pulled out of
storage
by
Orbital
Sciences
Corporation in May 1992. It was
then registered as N140SC, renamed “Stargazer” and
modified to launch Pegasus rockets (View Wikipedia page).

Reader's Feedback
Karen Skinner referring to "Readers Submitted Photos"
in NetLetter nr 1343 sent this comment Hi. I noticed in the latest newsletter that Brian said the blue
uniforms worn by 2 flight. attendants in the picture were
from 1960. These uniforms date after 1968. They followed
the green winter uniforms & later they introduced patterned
dresses. These blue ones were one of three colors, white,
red & blue & they were a fortrell sponge type material that

were supposed to be non flammable. I worked from 19681993 & was very involved with the uniforms & anything
concerning IFS. Thought I'd pass this bit of info along.
Cheers, Karen
(The mention of non-flammable reminds me of the time
when a friend of mine working for British Airways in the
uniform Department. BA had just placed an order for
uniforms in a wool blend. At the time the war in the
Falklands was in progress and the UK warship “Sheffield” had
been hit by an Exocet rocket. Many injuries were due to the
uniforms worn were not non-flammable. Upon learning this
news, BA immediately changed the order – eds)
In NetLetter nr 1341, we had a photo of a CP aircraft in
distress and we asked for any information from our readers.
This is a continuation of the responses we had in NetLetter
nr 1343Mike Nash came through with this information This aircraft had a checkered history prior to overshooting
the runway on landing in fog at Vancouver Airport on
February 07, 1968: View the aircraft' history at
wwwaussieairliners.org
Perhaps the most pertinent bit of information to the question
was a further link in the first web reference to a summary
report (Click here) of the accident:
This wasn’t the first fatal accident of a CPA 'Empress of
Sydney' aircraft; the first being the first major Comet
disaster that occurred on take-off in Karachi on March 3
1953: Click here for a report of that incident from the
Sydney Morning Herald.
Bob Hanna provided us with this The picture you have in Netletter 1341 of the CPAL a/c is the
Standard Airways flight that hit the south terminal in Feb
1968. Click here for a link to Henry Tenby's story on the
incident.
Regards Bob
Wayne Brazier sent this memory of the event I believe the aircraft in the picture is the one described
below. If so, I was returning to YXJ as a Passenger Agent
that morning, and offered my services if they could use me.
I was immediately tasked with interviewing and offering CP's

assistance to the travelers who were brought into one of the
YVR lounges.
One of those I assisted was Captain Tom Lamb of Lamb
Airways of Flin Flon, MB. Having been born and raised in
Flin Flon, I was well familiar with Captain Lamb and his
airline, and my father knew him well.
Wayne Brazier.
Lyle Gibson, David Hart and David Townson also
responded with details of the incident.
Marty Vanstone sent in his recollection Further recall reminds me that the investigation named pilot
fatigue as one of the factors. The pilots were based in
Seattle, had driven up to Vancouver for the evening
departure. During the night, they then flew approx. six hours
down and, after a ground stop of unknown length, another
six hours back. By any measure, a very long and fatiguing
duty period. The following links provide more info and
pictures. Click here for a YouTube video on the story or Click
Here for another report on the story.
Marty Vanstone
And we have to wrap this up now with a memory from Bill
Wood Flight was landing at YVR on a foggy morning on the old
runway 26 [heading east] . A discussion between the crew
members as to whether a landing was feasible occurred –
the result was that they missed the runway on the south
side. The A/C slid across the field and struck a MOT building
[shack] killing the employee inside. It then struck some light
aircraft parked nearby some of which were ingested in the
engines on the R/H wing and also caused the nose gear to
fail.
The Aircraft now slid onto the old South Terminal Ramp with
a slightly curved to the right motion. The left wing tip struck
a United Airlines A/C [DC8?] parked on the ramp in its
normal overnight position. These impacts turned the A/C to
the right away from running into the old South Terminal.
There was normally an Air Canada DC 8 Freighter parked on
the south side on the Terminal Ramp but it was delayed by
weather [fog]. The Aircraft then came to a stop when it ran
into a building. The building was concrete block with Steel IBeams. As the nose gear had collapsed the cockpit went

under the steel 'I' Beam and the top of the fuselage struck
the Beam which then stopped the Aircraft. This beam cut the
Engine Control cables so that the Engines could not be shut
down. They were shut down by an Air Canada employee who
gained access to the cables in the cockpit [not too sure of
the exact details of this]. There was also a hole made in the
left side of the fuselage ahead of the wing when the fuselage
went into the building. A flight attendant was seen through
this hole and was later found dead. The running engines
made it difficult for passengers exiting via over wing
Emergency exits and sent them tumbling on the ground.
One of these passengers was Bert Field from Technical
Training who was on a pass with his wife to/from HNL. I was
volunteered later to go on board to the rear of the aircraft to
get the recorders. Every seat in the cabin was soaked with
FUEL! Using a large fork lift the aircraft was towed around
behind the CP hangers by the River for disassembly. A large
number of CP Mechanics were involved in this on their days
off.
Regards Bill Wood
Murphy's Law applied in NetLetter # 1343 Terry had sent me an image of Fin # 817 that he scanned
from the October 1964 issue of Between Ourselves in
response to my curiousity concerning the first aircraft to fly
in the new Air Canada livery. I used the image in my
Wayne's Wings article but did not identify it as the aircraft
in the picture as I did for Fin # 807 at the bottlom of the
article. Alan does the final edit of each issue and adds an
image to the header before sending it out.
Alan chose to use this image for NL # 1343 but misidentified
the aircraft as Fin # 807. The next step in the process is to
send out draft copies to Terry and myself to check for
obvious errors before sending out the final. We missed it but
a few readers caught it ...quickly.
Ken Pickford wrote The DC-8 in the opening photo can't be Fin #807 which was
a Rolls-Royce Conway-powered DC-8-43, CF-TJG. The one in
the photo is definitely a DC-8-54F combi with Pratt &
Whitney JT3D turbofan engines. The engine nacelles are very
different from the R-R Conways. Can also see the wider
spacing between the two windows under the "C"and "N" in
"CANADA" which are within the main deck cargo door. It
could be Fin #817 (CF-TJQ) which was one of the -54F
combis, in case the 807 reference was a typo..

Regards,
Ken
Peter Varty wrote The header photo in NetLetter 1343 is fin 817 not 807. I
spotted this right away as the aircraft is a 50 series DC-8 as
identified by its P&W engines. The 40 series had RR
Conways. AC had 53 & 54 series 8's but the only one whose
fin ended in a 7 was 817, a 54. These aircraft had a cargo
door, but at various times they were operated as all
passenger or all freight or combi configurations. For clarity
fins 801-811 were 40 series,fins 812-819 were 54s, and fins
820-822 were 53's. Great work nonetheless... I enjoy every
issue.
Peter
Thanks for your help guys, Wayne

Odds and Ends
We received this request from Brian Wallace –
I was very interested to read about the radio shop and those
connected to it in NetLetter #1341. I am indeed a licensed
radio ham ( G7 MVN ) and I wonder if you could tell me if
the radio shop is still at Dorval and if so please could you tell
me more about its workings of the present time.
Brian Wallace. G7 MVN. brwjunction@yahoo.com
Retired Air Canada personnel #93833, London, England.
(Can anyone help here? Eds)
June 8, 1968: James Earl Ray, an American criminal
convicted of assassinating civil rights leader Martin Luther
King, Jr, was captured while trying to fly out of the United
Kingdom using a false Canadian passport. At check-in, the
ticket agent noticed the name on the fake passport, Ramon
George Sneyd, was on the Royal Canadian Mounted Police
watch list. The United Kingdom quickly extradited Ray back
to the United States where he was to have his trial in the US
state of Tennessee, where Dr. King was assassinated.

Terry's Trivia and Travel
Tips
The Norwegian government plans to
introduce the NOK80 ($9.65) tax on
both departing domestic and international
passengers this summer.
Many years ago, when I was a teenager,
my friends and I would visit LHR to record
aircraft registrations. In those days, most
of the aircraft would have the airline name
painted on the underbelly of their aircraft... I noted recently
that Emirates Airline has their name on the underbelly of
their aircraft.
(Looks like Aer Lingus paints their "bellys" too - Alan)

In NetLetter nr 1337 this section had several
strange aircraft registrations - here is another one The aircraft on the Channel Islands register start with the
number 2. This created the opportunity for Voltare to
register one of their Bombardier Challenger 601 with 2SEXY.

Smileys
Cartoon by Don Rice found in
the “Contact” magazine March
2000.

Terry Baker | Alan Rust | Wayne Albertson
NetLetter Staff for 2016
(you can read our bios at www.thenetletter.net/history)

